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fairy tales
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t wasn't supposed
to happen this
way," the frenzied
minstrel exclaimed
as he half ran and was half
dragged through doorways and
corridors of the makeshift
castle, stage left.
And
oh,
what
an
understatement that was , But
of course, that's way ahead of
the ,plot, in fact about midway
throu~h' the course of Once
Upon A. ,Mattress, a decidedly
topsy-turvy twist on the fairy
tale The Princess and the Pea,
Th~ play is an admittedly
,

inside-out musical comedy, at

least in . director Jerry
Eisenhower 's words , "Don't
expect any serious ideas ,"
Eisenhower warned; and he

wasn 't kidding,
But the minstrel's prophetic
words were more than just
halfway into the play: they are
at least five weeks into a hectic
production schedule which
culminates with about a week
of performances beginning

Friday,
Behind the stage walls, the
18 actors and actresses laid the
finishing touches on their
costumes for dress rehearsal,

while an unrehearsed , but
practiced dialogue of sorts was
already underway on the stage
and in the aisles o f The
Playroom,
A 'dimly lit figure stood
centered on stage with a
broom in his hand. "Two, two,
three, four: he recited as lights
fluctuated from dim to bright,
precisely on cue , The small
ensemble of musicians to the
side
accompanied
this
'performance" with a perky
overture , later revealed to be a
leading number in the play.
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As
Eisenhower
sat
strategically located at a
makeshift table set up for the
various directors in the
audience , a castle wa ll eased
down to the Ilo or, gently
framing a bench where a royal
trio had taken their places.
Perhaps silently reciting her
lines for the l Oath or even
1,000th time, the queen broke
into a broad smile as she
swayed her feet under th e
bench, preparing for the exact
moment to begin.
Once again, or actually for
the first time , th e minstrel
~ppeared from the side and
with a few words of
introduction, broke into song
about the story about to unfold.
But despite the accepted
yarn of beauty and love detailed
in the fairy tale, the minstrel
claimed to know the real story,
which he planned to relate.
It seems even in the 1420s-
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love didn't, come easy. At least woes,
in this tale , it Was boy meets
As if an overbearing mother
gi rl after girl after girl , but wasn ' t enough, though ,
mother always interceded while pregnancy seemed to run
lather stood meekly by.
rampant throughout the castle,
As these things ofte n adding to the already frenetic
happen, "the girl " finally lilestyle the characters led,
Th e pieces of the play's
happened along. And as fate
would have it, she was from the puzzle fit together perfectly,
wrong side of the tracks, or and then just as easily, stopped
rather the swamps.
again, midway for a la-minute
But this was not the blushing break,
beauty one would imagine, but
Regally dressed figures
a brash and uninhibited , glided to the halls , stooping
although genuine princess who uncharacteristically to t.. ke a
sincerely belted out a woeful drink from a water fountain.
admission of shyness.
But when the time was up,
This Winnifred, or just Fred, the group resumed the spell
as she became affectionately again, falling back with ease
known as , was ~qulte the onto the stage and into the
opposite of Dauntless,-1he poor f; mental costumes they had
harried gem of a prince stuck ' prepared.
under his mother's thumb.
And as the play continued,
.These two, \he minstrel and · the plot thickened, finally
jester and wizard, and ladies in escalating into the moment of
waiting and knights, moaned .truth, a component 'of all fairy
and soaped .fud sang out their tales, as far-stretched as they
saga in an attempt to end their may be.

At the play's end, the
players shuffled homeward, but
probably not without the
prevailing thought behind every
fairy tale.
"And they all lived happily,

happily, happily ever after,"
Fred wailed in a melancholy
tone earlier in the play. At least
in fairy tales they do, although
sometimes
plays ;
and
sometimes even real life.

